May 8, 2020
Good afternoon U-32 Students,
I hope that you are doing well and that you continue to do your school work. I know that you are also learning many new
things that you might not have been doing before, like how to cook a meal, or clean your room, or even do a chore
around the house, and if you haven't learned these things, it is time that you did.
The only new news that I can share with you is that the governor has set the guidelines for end of year celebrations like
graduation. We can only have gatherings of 10 people or less, so you can imagine that it really restricts what we can do
for graduation. Now that we have this information, we will put together a plan and share it with you next week. We
encourage you to get lunch from our delivery service. The lunch is free to everyone and we have enough for all. The
meals look great and it saves you the hassle of making your own lunch. Contact Jody if you want to be on the delivery
list or flag down the bus when it passes by because they carry a few extras just in case.
We have process for returning to school to pick up items from lockers:
Guidelines for student picking up lockers contents
1. Please call/email ahead (at least 24 hours) - we need to limit the people in the building AND we are waxing
and cleaning hallways and classrooms. Please make sure that we can accommodate your visit. Call Amy x5159 or or Jody x5131 or email.
2. Please do not arrive during our food delivery meal loading time. (9:30-10:00am)
3. Do not congregate in the parking lot per Governor’s executive order
4. Please wear a mask and practice social distancing while in the building.
5. Bring your own bags to get personal items
6. Use trash cans and recycling bins to properly dispose of refuse.
We now can start circulating library books again. Please read about the procedure of how this will be done.
And don't forget the Krista and Adrian Challenge:
Hi Y’all! ~ Get ready, because U32 Unmasked is coming to you! What is U32 Unmasked you ask? Well...basically, we are
beating our quarantine blues with Superstar Challenges and Competitive Prizes! New Challenges Every Monday - All
Challenges due the next Monday!
Watch our awesome video for all the info! Spoiler there may even be super hilarious and cute animals and babies in
masks!
BASIC INFO AND REGULATIONS: Every week, we will invite students and staff to be part of super cool challenges and
post everything on our Instagram account @u32unmasked.
What are these super cool challenges? And more importantly, what are these AMAZING PRIZES? Watch our super fly video
for all the deets. Each week you there will be 2 challenges that we invite you to complete with either photos or video
(*important note* all videos must be under a minute) Then you submit your images or videos by sending them to
u32unmasked@u32.org. By sending us your images and videos you are giving us permission to post them. We will not be
publishing student names - just the images and videos you chose to share with us. If students do not have a phone or an
Instagram account they could ask their parents to follow us @u32unmasked. We hope this is a fun and hilarious way for
you to cut through the boredom and stay connected with everyone at U-32. Plus did we mention AWESOME PRIZES?
The first Challenges are due by next Monday, May 11th! Videos must be under 1 minute. Don't forget to follow us
on Instagram! @u32unmasked
We can’t wait to see you-unmasked!! Or possibly masked-depending on the challenge!
Krista and Adrian
Stay healthy and stay safe,
Steven Dellinger-Pate

